It is shown that the dielectric friction effect derived by Fatuzzo and Mason and by Nee and Zwanzig for a rigid dipole dielectric is of the same form as that of a harmonic oscillator dielectric satisfying the usual Clausius-Mossotti type complex permittivity. A pseudo-oscillator model is proposed which describes as particular limiting cases the harmonic oscillator dielectric, the plasma, and the high frequency end of the complex permittivity of a dielectric of rigid but rotationally strongly damped dipoles. Dielectric friction is shown to provide the long range coupling required to produce the collective plasma oscillations of a plasma.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dielectric friction is a many-body effect which in the long wavelength approximation (zero wave number) is due to the long range dipole coupling of a polar molecule or a polarizable molecule with the whole of the surrounding dielectric. For rigid dipoles, dielectric friction refers to the frequency dependent torque exerted by the reaction field on a molecule as it rotates at the center of an Onsager cavity. Several authors have used this model to estimate the dielectric frictional torque to first order in the angular velocity. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] For the harmonic oscillator, dielectric friction results from a coupling of the oscillator with the surrounding dielectric via the component of the reaction field which at low frequencies is out of phase with the oscillator. The component of the reaction field in phase with the oscillator at low frequencies shifts the oscillation frequency to a lower value. This spring "softening" effect in the extreme form may lead to zero oscillation frequency or charge "ionization" in which case the complex permittivity E(W) =E '(W) -iE"(W) is found to be identical to that of a plasma.
The contribution of dielectric friction to the complex permittivity of a harmonic oscillator is observed in Sec. III to be almost identical to that derived by Fatuzzo and Mason 3 and by Nee and Zwanzig 4 for the rigid dipole dielectric. Rigid dipoles are shown to be a particular case of a more general pseudo-oscillator theory which also encompasses the harmonic oscillator dielectric and the plasma. The harmonic oscillator dielectric is also described by the well known .Clausius-Mosotti type relation for the complex permittivity. The important but impliCit role of dielectric friction for this system is in providing the long range cohesion generated in the longitudinal field or plasmon oscillations. This creates new motivating evidence in support of recent attempts to develop and extend the dielectric friction concept to the theory of electrolytes 7 and to the theory of rigid dipole rotational relaxation in polar fluids. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Before such a theory incorporating rigid dipoles as pseudo-oscillators can be justifiably developed, we need to mention several experiments carried out in an attempt to test the present notions of dielectric friction Ascarelli's results have yet to be fully confirmed by other experimenters. 12 Other evidence in favor of rigid dipole dielectric friction is conflicting. Direct observations of the absorption coefficient from microwave frequencies to the far infrared have been made for trichloroethane, 13 chloromethane,14 and chlorobenzene 15 and the results have been compared with the extensions of the FM and NZ theory to take into account high-frequency inertial effects and frequency dependent memory effects. 5 Simultaneously good theoretical fits to the data for both high and low frequencies have not been possible although good fits at either end are obtained separately. 13.15 The suggestion has been made that the theory of dielectric friction for rigid dipoles as proposedby Fatuzzo and Mason 3 and by Nee and Zwanzig 4 is not entirely correct. Hermans and Kestemont 15 have suggested that the failure to accurately account for absorption in polar liquids may be due to the assumed additivity of the short range viscous and the long range dipolar contributions to the reorientational relaxation times. Hubbard and Wolynes 5 have made the more substantial suggestion that the assumed frequency dependent rotational Einstein relation is not correct for pure dipolar fluids. This is equivalent to the suggestion that the slow rotation assumption of the dielectric frictional torque calculation to first order in the angular velocity is not correct for pure polar fluids although it may be true for heavy polar molecules dissolved in a relatively fast relaxing polar solvent. The failure of the Einstein relation is supported by a formally exact calculation using the Onsagercavity model of the dielectric frictional torque to all orders in the angular velocity. 16 The effect of this failure has been investigated by Hubbard and Wolynes 5 using a rotational Smoluchowski equation. It is found that the FM and NZ theory overestimates the importance of dielectric friction contribution to the dipole orientational relaxation time by a factor, in practice, of the order of 2. Furthermore, these authors find that dielectric friction is of lessening important with increasing order of the Legendre orientational time correlation function, a result that may enable the detection of rigid dipolar dielectric friction using a battery of experimental probes for different orders of dipole reorientational correlation.
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the highfrequency region of the main dispersion region. At high frequencies, W:::: (2kT IlL )1/2, application of the formally exact solution to the dielectric-friction problem for rigid dipoles shows that the well known FM and NZ result to first order in the angular velocity is correct and that the Einstein relation only fails at low frequencies. 16 This corresponds physically to the result that as far as the high frequency range of the main dispersion region is concerned, the overall dipole motion can be regarded as "slow" and so the FM and NZ derivation using the Einstein relation can be regarded as valid. This result is important for the theory of dipolar plasmons and their pseudo-oscillator representation. We must emphasize here that the FM and NZ theory does not necessarily apply to all of the high frequency region. If there is an important contribution from a secondary dispersion region of the Poley or quasiresonant librational type, 17 then the slow rotation approximation again fails and the FM and NZ theory of dielectric friction to first order in the angular velocity no longer holds. It is suggested, therefore, that attempts 15 to apply the extended FM and NZ theory to polar liquid absorption measurements failed to produce agreement due to the failure of the Einstein relation at low frequencies and probably also due to its failure at high frequencies where secondary dispersion effects may occur. A sensitive unambiguous test of dielectric friction of the FM and NZ type is limited to direct observation of dipolar plasmons in the high frequency end of the main dispersion region.
II. CLAUSIUS-MOSOTTI APPROACH TO THE PSEUDO-OSCI LLATOR
The definition of the pseudo-oscillator as distinct from a true harmonic oscillator results from the proposed difference in the susceptibility as defined for the cavity field G(w) and the reaction field R(w). For true oscillators, the susceptibility is the same irrespective of whether the field is the cavity field or the reaction field. Let Xo(w) and XR(W) be the susceptibilities with respect to the cavity field and the reaction field, respectively. These may be defined in terms of an induced electric dipole moment ~(w) inside an Onsager cavity by the relation
(1)
General high frequency susceptibilities Xo(oo) and XR(oo) have been assumed in analogy with the high frequency dielectric constant E~. The electric dipole moment ~ is not the vacuum dipole moment ~v but is related to
where the Onsager cavity is filled with a material of dielectric constant E~. 18
The pseudo-oscillator is defined by introducing a constant parameter y and writing
where X(w) is the susceptibility of the harmonic oscillator. We may write then (3) where e* is the effective oscillator charge, m* the effective mass, Wo the resonant angular frequency, and (3 is the damping rate. As will appear later, a fundamental parameter is the plasma angular frequency wp defined by (4) where n is the number of oscillators per unit volume. The oscillators in this theory are overall electrically neutral so that only the dipolar long range forces are considered. We also make use of Onsager's personal volume relation for the radius a of the cavity. This relation is t1Tna 3 = 1, and if we combine this with Eqs. (3) and (4), we get From a boundary value problem at the cavity walls/ s -2o (6) where E(w) is the electric field in the dielectric. The reaction field R(w) induced by the dipole ~(w) is given by1s-ao
By definition of the polarization, we also have
If we then combine Eqs. (6)- (8) with Eq.
(1), we obtain after some algebra the Clausius-Masotti type relation
If XR = Xo, we obtain the well known harmonic oscillator result (y = %). This development obscures the important concept of dielectric friction however, so that we now follow an alternative development to overcome this.
III. FATUZZO-MASON APPROACH TO THE PSEUDO-OSCILLATOR
Dielectric friction only appears explicitly in a development based upon the Fatuzzo-Mason relation between the complex permittivity E(W) and the dipole-time autocorrelation function of an embedded microsphere of sufficiently large radius to have a complex permittivity the same as the surrounding dielectric. • ..,
where in terms of the dipole autocorrelation function (~(O) .,.,,(t)),
and £I..,(j(t» denotes the complex Laplace transform of the function j(t). 20 In this formulation, the response J.. L(t) to the "directing field" G(t) is calculated and dielectric friction appears as a coupling of J.. L(t) to the surrounding dielectric via the reaction field R(t). The equation of motion for the pseudo-oscillator has the form As expressed in Eqs. (2a) and (2b) the reaction field couples to the pseudo-oscillator differently from the cavity field by the factor h and this is brought out in a different but equivalent manner in Eq. (11). Memory effects in the short range viscous term are incorporated in Eq. (11) by using a kernel (3(t -t') or equivalently in the Laplace transformed case a frequency dependent damping coefficient (3(w) .
Spring "softening" is obtained if we imagine for the moment that the pseudo-oscillator motion is sufficiently slow to enable, by inversion of Eq. (7), the result where wi> has been introduced by the usual elimination of a, e*, and m*. The subscript notation in w" as will be seen in Sec. V is due to the rigid dipole interpretation as a pseudo-oscillator. Spring "softening" is a reduction of the resonant frequency by the "in phase" low frequency component of the reaction field. Dielectric friction on the other hand results from the "out of phase" component of the reaction field at low frequencies. At high frequencies this phase distinction is found to fail so that "dielectric friction" is actually a misnomer for it also includes coherence or nondissipative effects such as required in the plasmon oscillations.
An important property of the pseudo-oscillator is obtained when Wo is eliminated from Eq. (12) by expressing Wo in terms of (0' ( .. , y, and wi> using Eq. (9) at w=O and Eqs. (2a), (2b), and (5). For Wo we get
and then from Eq. (12), (13) Making the appropriate subtraction from both sides of Eq. (11) to replace w~ by w~, taking the complex Laplace transform, and making a few elementary manipulations including the elimination of wi> using Eq. (13) we find
The relation between J.. L(w) and G(w) may be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8) which when combined with Eq. (14) leads eventually to
The right-hand side of Eq. (15) We must emphasize here that Eq. (15) applies exactly for true harmonic oscillators irrespective of how resonant (underdamped) or nonresonant (overdamped) they are whereas for rotors the low frequency overdamped condition [(3(0) »w" ] must apply although high frequency underdamping is allowed [1,B(w)l:s w~] and w is restricted to high frequencies as discussed in the Introduction. Apart from these differences it is quite remarkable that dielectric friction for rigid dipoles resembles so closely that of the harmonic oscillator and, as we shall see in Sec. IV, that of a plasma.
IV. DIELECTRIC FRICTION IN THE OSCILLATOR

DIEL.ECTRIC AND THE PLASMA
Equation (15) with y = t is identical to a ClausiusMosotti type relation which may be written in the form _ f:~ w:
Wt+Z zW+tJ W where w t is the transverse resonance frequency given by (17) The value y = t is unique in that it reduces Eq. (15), which is ostensibly nonlinear in E(w), to a linear one. This effect has an interesting counterpart related to the now resolved The plasma is the case w t =0 in Eq. (16) How important is dielectric friction for the properties of a plasma? Suppose we take w~ =0 to represent "ionization" and eliminate dielectric friction by taking y = O. The correct complex permittivity for the plasma is then not of course obtained from Eq. (15). To study this further, let us examine the plasmon frequency. General considerations link the plasmon angular frequency WI to E(w / ) =0 (Ref. 28) and using (3=0, y=O, W~ =0, we get WI = 0 whereas y = ~ gives the correct result WI = wp' Dielectric friction therefore provides that long range coupling of each charge pair in an Onsager cavity with the rest of the plasma required to maintain the long range coherence of plasma oscillations.
That the cavity model works so well for a plasma is actually quite surprising. Normally the pOSSibility that this model may apply to a gas or gaslike medium is dismissed due to the presence of significant translational fluctuations which randomly remove and replace dipoles in the cavity. The plasma case would seem to suggest that this does not matter so much perhaps because the inherently long range nature of dielectric effects of interest provides a degree of coherence between different dipoles thus making their particular identity and their coordinate interchanges rather unimportant for the overall result. We remark here also that the Onsager equation for f:o seems to work well for highly compressed polar gases. 29 Obviously this model fails for tw: > w~ which produces w~< O. PhySically this corresponds to the spring "softening" reaction field force exceeding the harmonic spring force itself so that the oscillator becomes unstable and the charges ± e* cannot be contained within the cavity. However, the cavity model is postulated to apply to any part of the homogeneous medium so that the latter conclusion would represent an internal contradiction. Presumably the dipole approximation for the reaction field fails at separations of the + e* and -e* charges comparable with the cavity radius a so that the charges actually remain contained within the cavity. Such containment is unlikely to be of an acceptable kind for one would expect the charges ± e* to simply become absorbed onto the cavity walls bound to their respective mirror charges. This would represent an undesirable literal interpretation of the cavity model. This result is symptomatic of the obvious deficiencies of the oscillator model when dealing with "ionized" charges. No harmonic oscillator of angular frequency Wo is physically identifiable for actual charges in a plasma. The correct interpretation of the oscillator theory is to regard the oscillator as an artificial device in just the same way as the cavity is an artificial device with the purpose of enabling a self-consistent theory to be developed. The true physically Significant quantities are w~ and wp and the phYSical content of the individual charge or dipole motion is contained entirely on the right-hand side of Eq. (15). "Ionization" is strictly w~ =0. The situation is completely analogous with the rigid dipole case where again no literal interpretation of the oscillator is needed. As discussed in the Introduction, the rigid dipole theory with y = 1 fails at low frequencies (w «wJ. A solution of the general dielectric friction problem at all frequencies may lead to a frequency dependent expression y(w). It is interesting to examine the low frequency dipole correlation time T1 in the nonresonant limit [/3(0)>> w L ]. We have from the right-hand side of Eq. (15) ( 20) where To = /3(0)/ w~. The expression for TO is similar to that proposed by Gross 31 using a low density oscillator theory of a gas where no spring "softening" effects exist so that w~ is replaced by w~. For actual rigid dipoles, the expression for TO is a generalized version of the Hubbard relation 20 • 32 where /3(0) is Ti~ or the angular momentum relaxation rate. For y(O) = 1 the dielectric friction contribution to T1 is identical to that originally proposed by Scaife 2 for rigid dipoles. From Hubbard and Wolynes 5 however we find that at low frequencies y(O) is not unity but is given by
V. RIGID DIPOLES AND THE PSEUDO-OSCILLATOR MODEL
where TG (introducing E .. *" 1 into their theory phenomenologically by the usual replacement Eo-Eo/E .. ) is the cavity field relaxation time: The relation between Tm and To for any y may also be obtained from Eqs. (20) and (21) as
which for an oscillator-type theory (y =~) yields a relation similar to that of Powles 33 and for y = 1 is easily found to reproduce that of Nee and Zwanzig.
The following value for y(O) may be deduced:
where and
(23) For Eo = E", we obtain y(O) = t and for Eo» E"" y(O) = 1.
Typical values for a nonassociative polar liquid would be EO"" 10, E .. ",,2, say, which leads to y(0)=0.49. Also dielectric friction contributes O. 18To to the value of T1 ' The decrease of y(O) from unity (failure of the Einstein relation) is significant but dielectric friction still remains important.
To derive expressions for the transverse resonance frequency w t and the plasmon frequency WI it is convenient to convert Eq. (15) to the Clausius-Mosotti type relation
Observable transverse resonances and plasmons require underdamping at high frequencies, that is, I /3(w)l:S w L , which is often the case in practice. With /3 = 0 we may determine WI and w t from the conditions E(W I ) =0 and E(w t ) =00. For the plasmons we find two equivalent relations,
The transverse resonance frequency is given by
Combining Eqs. (24b) and (25b) we have
which is the pseudo-oscillator generalization of the Lyddane, Sachs, and Teller relation. 34 An alternative to Eq. (26) is (27) Equation (27) shows quite clearly the role of dielectric friction in distinguishing the transverse resonance and the plasmon frequencies. The results of Ascarelli 10 suggest that y is quite Significant, and indeed close to unity, but although y "" 1 results from a strict application of the Onsager spherical cavity model it would be interesting to make the value of y subject to accurate experimental observation. Deviations from y = 1 for rigid dipoles might occur due to an inaccuracy in the literal interpretation of the Onsager cavity for real fluids and it would certainly be desirable to formulate the theory of dipolar plasmons and the dipolar transverse resonance by a means which avoids the cavity model. 35 An alternative formulation is the case with the plasma where the result w, = wp shows that y = t exactly without appeal to a cavity model. Even within the context of the cavity model some deviation from y = 1 exists due to w t and w, lying close to the lower limiting frequency W.L of the FM and NZ theory. Some uncertainty in the value of wp required to obtain from Eq. (27) by experimetal means may exist through the need to know €~ which may not be easily and accurately determined if significant Poley-type secondary dispersion exists. Damping effects may also confuse the issue of determining y. Lobo et al. 11 take /3(w) = /3(0)(1 + i WT)-l and with (W.L T)2 » 1 assumed the effect is merely the replacement w~ -w~ + /3(O)h which does not affect Eq. (27). If (W.L T)2 :5 1, however, significant damping or even overdamping of the transverse resonance and the dipolar plasmon may occur and Eq. (27) fails. Practicable experiments therefore should be restricted to significantly underdamped high frequency dipolar rotation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that rigid dipole dielectric friction at the high frequency end of the main dispersion region W? W.L is of the harmonic oscillator form thus enabling the treatment of rigid dipoles as a pseudo-oscillator system. Rigid dipolar transverse resonances and plasmons may be regarded as particular examples of a general pseudo-oscillator theory encompassing the true harmonic-oscillator dielectric and the plasma. Dielectric friction $hould be less a matter of conjecture than has apparently been the case for rigid dipole dielectrics for it also represents the important long range coupling effect implicit in the Clausius -Mosotti type relation for the harmonic oscillator dielectric. Indeed, plasma oscillations in a plasma exist only because of the dielectric frictional coupling of each charge pair in the Onsager cavity with the whole of the surrounding plasma.
